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DIALOGUE – 10
TASK 2.10
INTERACTION

CANDIDATE A

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the other
candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

Keeping things tidy
You have agreed to share a flat with another student and you would like to
decide what household chores each of you is going to do. You have been
given a grant to study at a college in Glasgow for six months. It’s a great
opportunity but you are going to be a bit pressed for money.

Points to consider



Save money to spend on other
things



Flat not too big (80 square metres)



You’re good at cooking, but don’t
like doing the shopping



Groceries can be delivered to the
flat



Eating out every day expensive



You need a tidy place to
concentrate on studies



Student hall meals not very
healthy

http://hcmc.uvic.ca/clipart/
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INTERACTION

CANDIDATE B

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the
other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

Keeping things tidy
You are going to study a postgraduate business diploma at a college in
Glasgow for six months. You have agreed to share a flat with another student
but you don’t plan to spend a lot of time in the flat. Your flatmate will bring up
the subject of sharing the housework to see which ones each of you will do.

Points to consider
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Money is not a problem



Cleaning lady once a week



Reasonably-priced meals at
student hall



Keeping your own bedroom
clean and tidy is ok.



You hate cooking but love
healthy homemade food.



You need a tidy place to
concentrate on studies



Back home you never did any
housework

